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Abstract: Opposed jet diffusion flames affected by velocity change were investigated to know why unsteady flames 
survive at higher strain rates that are much larger than the steady extinction limit. Time-dependent maximum flame 
temperature (Tmax) and OH radical (YOH) were measured over time using Rayleigh scattering method and OH laser-
induced fluorescence (LIF) respectively. In this experiment, unsteady extinction limits are much higher than the 
steady extinction limits and values of the Tmax and YOH,max near the unsteady extinction limit were much lower than 
those of the steady extinction. We found that both the unsteady response of the convective-diffusive zone and the 
diffusive-reactive zone affect to the extension of the unsteady extinction limit. 
 

 
1. Introduction 

 
Understandings of unsteady flames are important to 

the analysis of turbulent combustion and the study of 
laminar flames as well [1]. Various attempts have been 
made to understand the unsteady behavior of flames. 
Of these attempts, flame extinction has been a very 
useful experimental tool because the unsteady effect of 
a flame appears clearly near the extinction limit. By 
considering the characteristics of unsteady flow fields, 
we can classify previous studies into three categories: 
the study of flames under oscillating flow fields [2-4], 
the study of flames on evolving jets [5] and the study of 
flame-vortex interaction [7-10]. Generally, the unsteady 
interaction of the flame and flow can be divided into 
three sequential and overlapping zones: convection, 
diffusion, and reaction. Therefore, when a flame is 
affected by a velocity change, we should consider the 
unsteady behavior of each overlapping zone. The 
unsteady behavior of a convective-diffusive zone has 
been extensively discussed in other studies [2,7-10]. 
Recently, Santoro et al. examined the difference 
between steady extinction and vortex-induced 
extinction and they showed that the difference became 
modest when they subtracted the time lag of the 
convective-diffusive zone with the aid of the equivalent 
strain rate concept [7]. Kyritsis et al. measured the 
extinction scalar dissipation rate and they showed that 
the unsteady extinction limits are 5%~26% larger than 
the steady extinction limits [8]. Katta et al. and Oh et al. 
numerically investigated the interaction between flames 
and a vortex. They observed the unsteady extinction 
strain rates and scalar dissipation rates are extended as 
the velocity changes more rapidly. They discussed the 
time lag of the convective-diffusive zone and the 
diffusive-reactive zone [9,10]. Like this, the result that 

unsteady flames can survive at much severe flow 
conditions(higher strain rates or scalar dissipation rates) 
than a steady state have been reported in many studies. 
And many efforts have been performed to explain the 
extinction limit extension of the unsteady flames, 
however, this phenomena has not been fully understood 
yet [3,5,7-10].  
In this study, we experimentally studied the extinction 

limit extension of unsteady counterflow flames affected 
by velocity change. To determine the unsteady behavior 
of a flame’s convection, diffusion, and reaction zones, 
we measured the extinction limits of flames, the time-
dependent flame temperature, and the OH radical of the 
unsteady extinction process. Using the equivalent strain 
rate concept we valued the unsteady effect of the 
convective-diffusive zone and we estimated the 
unsteady effect of the diffusive-reactive zone. 
 
2. Experimental method  

 
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup consists of 

three parts: a burner, a piston assembly, and a laser 
system for optical measurements. The burner was an 
opposed jet type. The main nozzle had an internal 
diameter of 14 mm; that of the co-flow nozzle was 20 
mm, and the distance between the air and fuel nozzles 
was 14 mm. A quartz window for a laser beam was 
placed on the rear side of each burner for optical 
measurements. We supplied diluted fuel (CH4 + N2) to 
the right-hand main nozzle and dried air to the left and 
the same amount of N2 to each co-flow nozzle. The 
piston assembly, composed of three pistons, was used 
to introduce changes in the velocities of the gas flow. 
The lower piston was an actuator and two upper pistons 
provided an equal velocity change for the air and fuel 
streams. The instantaneous velocity change at the 



nozzle exit was measured by hot-wire anemometry.  
 We used two kinds of laser diagnostics for examining 
time-dependent temperature and OH radical in flames. 
The laser pulse for Rayleigh scattering was a second 
harmonic Nd:YAG laser (Continuum, 500 mJ, 532 ns) 
and an ICCD (Princeton Inc. 512 x 512) camera was 
used with a band pass filter (532nm, FWHM 10 nm). 
For OH radical measurements, using a dye laser and 
frequency doubler, the laser was tuned to 283.01 nm to 
excite the Q16 line of the A2∑+  X2∏+ (v’ = 1, v” = 0) 
transition. An ICCD, with a UG-11 and a WG-305 filter, 
was used and the OH LIF measurement was conducted 
in the saturation regime. The transient chemi-
luminescence images of the flame were taken with a 
high-speed ICCD (HICCD) camera (Phantom V7.0). 
The laser system, the ICCD camera, the HICCD 
camera, and the hot-wire anemometry were all 
synchronized with the piston movement by means of a 
pulse delay generator. 

 
3. Results and Discussion 

 
3.1. Unsteady Extinction Process  
 
3.1.1. Change of flame luminosity. Figure 2 shows 

time-dependent evolutions of flame front during 
unsteady extinction process. The local quenching was 
observed after∆t = 7 ms . The flame quenching begins 
in the middle of the flame surface; as time passes, the 
quenching area evolves toward the axis and, 
subsequently, the flame of the inner region is 
eventually extinguished [6]. In this study, we defined 
the extinction point when the flame of the inner region 
eventually disappeared. For example, we determined 
that the eventual extinction occurred at ∆t = 15 ms . 
During the whole process the initial position and shape 
of the flame were preserved. As such, we were able to 
measure the unsteady extinction limits. The strain rate 
was calculated using Eq.1 [11].  
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 3.1.2. Rayleigh Scattering Method. Figure 3 shows 
Tmax from the Rayleigh scattering method and 
numerical calculation. Tmax decreases as the velocity 
increases and the experimental results are similar to the 
numerical results. We can verify that the Rayleigh 
scattering method can be a good way of measuring the 
flame temperature without disturbing the flame. The 
Rayleigh scattering signal is proportional to the density 
and Rayleigh scattering cross section of molecular. 
Thus we can calculate the temperature by using the 
Rayleigh scattering signal of the ambient air (Rair,298K) 
and the Rayleigh scattering signal of the flame (Rflame) 
as Eq. 2 [12].   
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The mixture averaged Rayleigh cross-sections 
( i Rixσ∑ ) were obtained from numerical calculation 
[13,14]. The variations of Rayleigh cross section affect 
the estimation of Tmax within 8 K of the entire 
experimental range.  
 
3.1.3. Time-dependent Flame Temperature and OH 

radical. Figure 4 show the Rayleigh scattering signals 

Fig. 3 Maximum flame temperature of steady 
flames with increasing velocity 
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of unsteady extinction process. In Fig 4a, we can see 
the time-dependent change of the thermal layer 
qualitatively. Figure 4b shows the successive change of 
the signal ratios of the Rayleigh scattering and they can 
be transformed into the flame temperature profile with 
the proper consideration of the scattering cross section. 
Figure 5a shows time-dependent OH images of 
unsteady extinction process. The OH LIF signals show 
that the intensity and the distributed area of the OH 
radicals decrease over time. Figures 5b shows the one-
dimensional profiles of the OH LIF intensities 
normalized by the OH peak of t = 0. The OH radical 
distributed in a narrow region (  1 mm≈ ) comparing to 
the thermal layer shown in Fig. 4. 
Figure 6 shows the strain rate change, steady and 

unsteady extinction points, and the time-dependent Tmax 
and maximum OH intensity. Each unsteady extinction 
point was measured using chemi-luminescence images 
and it is much larger than the steady extinction point. 
Tmax and OH radical is nearly constant in the starting 
region of the velocity change, then decreases gradually 

with increasing the strain rate, and finally decreases 
rapidly near the extinction limit. The nearly constant 
values in the starting region result from the time lag of 
the convective-diffusive zone [7-10]. The lower bound 
of Tmax, where the flame keeps its luminosity (1 ms 
before the extinction point) is roughly 1600 K. It is 
remarkable that the relative OH intensity rapidly 
decreases below the Tmax = 1600 K. Near the extinction 
limits, the elapsed time for Tmax decrease to the ambient 
temperature is 3-4 ms, i.e. comparable to the 
characteristic time of the flow (i.e. 1/strain rate)). The 
OH radical also has the residence time, but it is very 
short and less than 1 ms. These results imply that in 
contrast to the OH radical, the flame temperature 
depends on any unsteadiness in the flow near the 
extinction limit.  
 

3.1.4. Unsteady behavior of a mixing layer. Figure 7a 
shows Tmax of unsteady and quasi-steady cases with 
respect to instantaneous strain rate, and Figure 7b 
shows Tmax with respect to the equivalent strain rate. 
The equivalent strain rate represents the delay in the 
convective-diffusive zone which means the retardation 
of the molecular diffusion with respect to the rapid 
change of instantaneous strain rate (convection). 
Considering the unsteady behavior of a mixing layer, it 
was reported that the temporal evolution of the 
equivalent strain rate a(t)equivalent from the instantaneous 

Fig. 6 Time-dependent maximum flame temperature,
maximum relative OH intensity and 
extinction points of steady and unsteady 
flames ((a) CH4:N2= 4:6, (b) CH4:N2= 4:6) 
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strain rate a(t) and initial strain rate a0 [7]: 
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The equivalent strain rate has the same physical 

meaning as that for a scalar dissipation rate. In Fig. 7b, 
the unsteady extinction of the equivalent strain rate 
domain approximates the steady extinction in the 
starting region of the velocity change. This result 
means that the concept of the equivalent strain rate 
successfully estimates the time lag of the convective-
diffusive zone. After subtracting the time lag of the 
convective-diffusive zone, the modified unsteady 
extinction limits approaches to the steady extinction 
limits, but remains larger than the steady extinction 
limits. Furthermore, even in the domain of the 
equivalent strain rate, the temperature of the unsteady 
flame still remains high above the steady extinction 
limit. All of these results verify that the diffusive-
reactive zone behaves unsteadily near the extinction 
limit due to the chemical non-equilibrium states 
associated with unsteady flames.  
 

4. Conclusion  
 

To know why dynamic flames survive better than 
steady flames at a higher strain rate, we experimentally 

studied the unsteady behavior of a diffusion flame 
affected by velocity change. Detailed investigations of 
the unsteady extinction processes were accomplished. 
The unsteady extinction limits are much larger than the 
steady extinction limits. The time-dependent flame 
temperature and the relative OH LIF signal show the 
detailed characteristics of the unsteady extinction 
process. We obtained the Tmax and YOH values of 
unsteady flames above the steady extinction limit and 
the Tmax and YOH,max values of the unsteady extinction 
limit. They are much lower than the corresponding 
values of the steady extinction limit.  
To investigate the unsteady effect of the diffusive-

reactive zone, we used the equivalent strain concept to 
subtract the time lag of the convective-diffusive zone. 
We found that the equivalent strain rate concept 
successfully estimates the time lag of the convective-
diffusive zone. And we also found that the structure of 
the diffusive-reactive zone is affected by the flow 
unsteadiness and that unsteady behavior occurs in the 
diffusive-reactive zone near the extinction limit. 
Consequently, the unsteady response of the convective-
diffusive zone and the diffusive-reactive zone should 
both be considered in order to explain the extension of 
the unsteady extinction limit. The former is dominant in 
the starting region of the velocity change and the latter 
is dominant near the extinction limit.  
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